
Geospatial Workflow Training
Courses For The L1 And P1
Maximise Your GIS Results
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Industry-leading GIS Workflow Training

The DJI M300 RTK drone, L1 LiDAR sensor/P1
photogrammetry camera, and the DJI Terra/TerraSolid post-
processing software offer a powerful end-to-end surveying
workflow.

But the key to unlocking their true capabilities is
understanding how to use them properly. 

To help, heliguy™ has developed Geospatial Workflow
Courses for the L1 and P1, delivered online via our Learning
Management System utilising video voiceover and PDF
guides.   

The courses will include parameter settings for specific
mapping missions, and workflows for accurate data
collection and building quality digital reconstructions.

heliguy™ is a GIS specialist, with a dedicated in-house team,
a track record of delivering GIS training, and conducting in-
the-field surveys for clients using the M300 RTK-L1/P1-DJI
Terra/TerraSolid workflow. heliguy™ is the drone partner of
Network Rail, Balfour Beatty Vinci, AB Ports, National Grid,
Komatsu and Phillips 66, among others.   
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M300 RTK Training

Aircraft technical specifications

Aircraft assembly

 Aircraft functional checks and calibration

Take-off procedure

DJI PIlot user interface

The M300 RTK is DJI's most powerful enterprise
drone to date. 

Combined with either the L1 or P1, it is a highly-
efficient aerial surveying platform.

The courses will provide a detailed overview of
operating the M300 RTK for geospatial workflows. 

Modules include:
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L1 LiDAR Sensor 

The Sensor: Characteristics and calibration.

Workflow: Utilising NTRIP, D-RTK 2, and PPK.

Mission Planning: Best L1 parameters for specific
objectives, including powerline inspection. 

Data Capture: Ground control and the impact of
weather on your results.

Data Management: File types and how to generate
RTB files for DJI Terra using a PPK workflow.

Data Processing - DJI Terra: Point cloud generation,
processing perimeters and causes of L1 data errors.

Data Processing - TerraSolid: Point cloud
classification, removing noise and smoothing,
validation accuracy and creating DTMs.

The L1 LiDAR payload creates highly-accurate models
and dense point clouds. On the course, learn about: 
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P1 Photogrammetry Camera

The Sensor: Different lens options and applications,
Smart Oblique Capture - what it is and its benefits,
set up and calibration.

The P1 is a 45MP full-frame photogrammetry camera.
The course modules include:

Mission Planning: How to use DJI Pilot to plan 2D &
3D topographical missions.

Workflows: Understanding RTK, D-RTK 2 and PPK,
and also parameter recommendations for urban
mapping and topographical surveys. 

Data Capture: How to initiate the mapping mission
and recognise/solve variables that could go wrong.

Data Processing - DJI Terra: How to process 2D
and 3D reconstructions, processing parameters and
data deliverables.
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Data Processing: DJI Terra & TerraSolid

Export data from Aircraft to Console.

Upload data from Console to Cloud in DJI Terra.

Conduct initial processing and analysis in DJI
Terra.

Conduct further processing, as well as cleaning
and classification, in TerraSolid.

Combine DJI Terra with TerraSolid for a
comprehensive post-processing software package
for L1 LiDAR data.

Build detailed digitised assets to conduct
calculations, inspections and analysis for data-driven
decision-making.

Learn how to:
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heliguy™: A GIS Industry Leader

Dedicated GIS Team: heliguy™ has a specialist in-
house GIS team, led by Ben Sangster and Richard
Dunlop. Both graduated with BSc honours in GlS from
Newcastle University - the UK's best for GIS studies -
and have land surveying experience. In partnership
with Esri UK, they gave a GIS presentation at Digital
Construction Week in London.

GIS Drone Partner: heliguy™ is the GIS partner for
organisations such as Network Rail, Balfour Beatty
Vinci and Laing O'Rourke, providing bespoke aerial
surveying consultancy, hardware supply, workflow
support and on-site technology handover days. The
team has also delivered specialist GIS training to the
likes of Phillips 66 and AB Ports.

In-field Experience: Ben and Richard worked with a
UK surveying company to complete a two-day survey
of Pagham Harbour to monitor coastal erosion. They
used the M300 RTK-L1, DJI Terra and TerraSolid and
revealed the L1 can collect 1.5cm-accurate data -
surpassing DJI's own accuracy specifications. 
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heliguy™: Your Drone Partner

Drone Supply And Support

Free consultancy; Vast inventory of stock for instant
supply, scaling and immediate swap outs; Drone rental;
Global network of industry partners; Service level
agreements; Next-day delivery; Finance options; IATA
Certified to globally ship high-power batteries by air.

Drone Training

CAA-approved courses; Online training; 3,000+
candidates taught; Closed courses/industry-specific on-
site training; CPD courses; Drone Assistive Programme;
Streamlined Operations Manual creation and renewal;
OSC consultancy; Handovers; Lifetime support. 

In-house DJI-approved Repair Centre

Crash support and repairs management; Instant
replacement of dead on arrival products, including over-
the-phone fault diagnosis and free returns/replacements
of faulty items; Warranty repairs/replacements at no
extra cost; Firmware support; Data analysis and
resolution with the manufacturer.
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Testimonials

Pulling Out The Stops

"I honestly couldn't think of a better team to work with
because Heliguy pulls out all of the stops to make sure
you have what you need and that every problem has
been covered."

Lee Newman - London Fire Brigade

Professional Training Course

"The course was very professional, very well structured
and very well delivered. I know the instructors are great
at what they do. For me, the most important part is the
flying aspect, so I know the candidates are in safe
hands.”

Paul Lindup - Network Rail



Contact us to discuss the Geospatial
Workflow Courses for the L1 and P1. 

E: info@heliguy.com
T: 0191 296 1024
W: www.heliguy.com 


